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The ideogram is the ideographic component of compound characters as well as 
the gene unit of Chinese character system. The development mode of the derivatives 
deriving from ideograms is the same as the meaning order mode of the formation of 
Chinese character system. 
This paper selected radicals and subordinate characters from Shuo Wen Jie Zi 
(《说文解字》) as basic research materials, employed the combination of quantitative 
research and qualititative research, and conducted a systematic and multi-level 
research on the ideograms of Xiaozhuan system in Shuo Wen Jie Zi. This study aimed 
to establish an ideography of Chinese character, further to analyze the internal 
structure of the ideography, and focused on analyzing the semantic roles of ideograms 
in derivatives to conclude the derivative modes of various ideographic fields. 
Firstly, this paper adhered to the principles of focusing on the meaning while 
considering the character forms, sorted out the 540 radicals of Shuo Wen Jie Zi, and 
obtained 295 ideograms in total, among which were 64 basic ideograms and 231 
general ideograms. According to the two standards of typicality and derivative 
capacity, this study devided the ideography into five levels and analyzed the elements 
and features of the five levels. Based on the classification and structure of A 
Thesaurus of Modern Chinese (edited by Su Xinchun), this paper established a 
meaning category structure of ancient Chinese ideograms; the structure was devided 
into four levels, which including 6 first-level ideograms, 18 second-level ideograms, 
73 third-level ideograms and 22 fourth-level ideograms. 
Secondly, this study referred to the Generative Lexicon and proposed some 
revisions, that the roles of ideograms in character meaning structures usually 
corresponded to different character meaning structures, so as to form the different 
derivative modes of character meaning. Complying with the reality of derivatives, this 















Researh on the Method of Character Radical and Derivative Mode 
classes, which were synonymy class, form class, composition class, description class, 
event class, patient class, mediation class, function class and culture class, in order to 
describe the relationship between ideograms and derivatives with an operable method. 
Lastly, through the study on different types of typical ideograpic fields, this 
paper proved that the Chinese ideograms had a strong generative capacity, the 
ideograms of same ideographic field shared similar derivative modes, and the 
derivation of ideograms was affected by the signified notions, the internal competition 
of members in ideography, and cognitive features and cultural elements of China. 
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